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chapter 21

Quantitative Corpus Methods in Cognitive

Semantics/Linguistics

Stefan Th. Gries

1 Introduction

1.1 General Introduction

Quantitative methods in cognitive linguistics and in cognitive semantics have

become a clear and strong “force to reckon with” (Janda, 2017: 498). Based on

a quick survey of “articles proper” of the flagship journal Cognitive Linguistics,1

Janda concludes that the history of the journal, and thus of the field, can be

divided into two phases: (i) 1990–2007, when most articles were not quanti-

tative, and (ii) 2008–2015, when most articles were. As argued in Sinha (2017)

and esp. Janda (2017), the quantitative turn has been facilitated by a variety of

developments such as

– the fact that cognitive linguistics is a usage-based theory, which in turn

means it is a theory in which frequencies of exposure, use, and co-occur-

rence are not “just” data but in fact crucial components of “the theory/

model”;

– the ever greater availability of corpora and other linguistic databases;

– the ever greater availability of statistical methods.

To these, I would add the degrees to which (i) linguistics in general—not just

cognitive/usage-based linguistics—has been turning more to corpus-based

and statistical methods over the last 10–15 years, which exposes cognitive lin-

1 The precise definition of the papers that were included is the following: “This survey includes

only articles proper, excluding review articles, book reviews, overviews, commentaries, re-

plies, and squibs. For the purpose of this survey we define a ‘quantitative article’ as an article

inwhich a researcher reports numbers for some kind of authentic language data.” This defini-

tionmakes me wonder (i) how articles with experimental studies were dealt with (that often

involve heavy components of quantitative analysis) and (ii) how computational simulation

studies would be dealt with. I think tomost readers a computational small-worlds simulation

with/or network-analytic statistics would definitely be a quantitative article even if it did not

involve “numbers for some kind of authentic language data”. It is therefore at least possible

that the reported counts underestimate the number of quantitative studies in Cognitive Lin-

guistics.
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guistsmore to these kinds of methods and (ii) an increasing frequency of inter-

disciplinary collaborative work with, e.g., cognitive scientists, psycholinguists,

and computer scientists/computational linguists, all fields in which quantita-

tive analyses have been established formore longer andmuchmore firmly than

they have in cognitive linguistics.

That being said, it seems to me (very subjectively, meaning this is only

an anecdotal observation for which I have no real evidence) that this devel-

opment is coupled with a tendency of “the field” becoming more frequently

referred to as usage-/exemplar-based linguistics (rather than as cognitive lin-

guistics, which seems to have been the dominating term in the late 1980s and

throughout the 1990s). It also seems to me as if, as this move towards “usage-

/exemplar-based linguistics” took place, the way usage/exemplar was actually

used especially in theoretical work developing usage-based linguistics was for

the most part just frequency (absolute and relative) and association. In Sec-

tion 2 of this survey, I will discuss a variety of quantitativemethods—involving

both observational/corpus and experimental data—that have been put to use

in cognitive/usage-based linguistics and construction grammar. On the whole,

that section’s organization is based on the complexity and the kind of quantita-

tivemethodused (to the extent that anunambiguous rankingof methods along

those lines is always possible), much of the focus will be on studies that involve

semantic questions such as polysemy or synonymy, but given howwe cognitive

linguists eschew a clear separation of the more traditional domains of syntax

and lexis, several studies regarding constructional meaning will of course also

be discussed. Section 3 will then briefly discuss a few recent developments and

desiderata; Section 4 will conclude.

2 An Overview of Quantitative Methods and Their Applications in

Cognitive Linguistics

2.1 Monofactorial Approaches

2.1.1 Frequencies/Probabilities

The most basic statistic we use in cognitive linguistics is frequencies of occur-

rences, specifically type frequencies and token frequencies. The former are

concerned with, for instance, how many different linguistic elements/types

are attested in a certain (constructional) slot or context. For example, Gries

(2019) retrieves all instances of the so-called as-predicative (e.g., Mary does

not see herself as the main problem) in the British Component of the Interna-

tional Corpus of English and finds 261 different verb types in the verb slot of

the construction (with the usual Zipfian distribution, meaning very few types
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(e.g. the top 5/2%) account for a high percentage of tokens (namely 41.9%)).

Type frequencies have been connected tomatters of productivity, category for-

mation, and grammaticalization (see, e.g., Bybee and Thompson 1997 or Bybee

and Hopper 2001).

Token frequencies, on the other hand, are often said to be correlated with

the degree to which linguistic elements might be cognitively entrenched, as is

illustrated by the following famous Langacker quote (1987: 59):

Every use of a structure has a positive impact on its degree of entrench-

ment, whereas extended periods of disuse have a negative impact. With

repeated use, a novel structure becomes progressively entrenched, to

the point of becoming a unit; moreover, units are variably entrenched

depending on the frequency of their occurrence.

While statistically extremely simple, frequency—raw or transformed (e.g., the

Zipf scale of van Heuven et al. 2014)—is of course one of themost widely used

predictors or control variables inmuch psycholinguistic work, given its reliable

correlation with naming/reaction times etc. To continue the above example,

Gries finds an overall absolute frequency of 1131 of the as-predicative in the ice-

gb. However, it’s probably fair to say that cognitive linguistics has relied more

on relative, rather than absolute, frequencies or, put differently, on conditional

probabilities: For instance, in the 1131 as-predicatives, the verb seewas themost

frequent verb (with 124 occurrences), which can be expressed as a conditional

probability: 124/1131≈0.1096 of the as-predicatives contained see.

One way in which conditional probabilities have proven useful is as the

simplest kind of association measure: the higher the conditional probability

p(y|x) (read, ‘probability of y given x’), the more y seems attracted to x. In one

well-known study, Aslin, Saffran, and Newport (1998) show that 8-month old

infants were reliably able to discriminate words and part-words (in an artifi-

cial language) based on conditional/transitional probabilities of syllable pairs,

but such effects have been found on other levels of linguistic analysis as well.

For example, Huang,Wible, andKo (2012) study howdifferences in transitional

probability make the last word of a phrase (e.g. fact) faster to read when it is

part of a multi-word expression (e.g., as a matter of fact) or not (e.g., whether

this is a fact). L1 and L2 speakers of English were presented with multi-word

expressions and other phrases ending in the same word and Huang et al. used

eye-tracking tomeasure fixationprobabilities, first-fixationdurations, and gaze

durations. For their first experiment, they report that (the more predictable)

words in multi-word expressions have significantly lower fixation probabili-

ties and shorter first-fixation as well as gaze durations. A second, follow-up
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experiment on whether training would change the results for the L2 learner

by making the final word of a multi-word expressionmore predictable and the

results generally support that hypothesis as well.

The occasional utility of simple conditional probabilities notwithstanding,

it has also been argued that a notable weakness of theirs is the absence of any

degree of normalization or relativization. Consider Table 21.1 for a schematic

2×2 co-occurrence frequency table of the type that is widely used in corpus-

linguistic studies (cognitive or otherwise). In this table, the element E of inter-

est in the upper row might be a construction (e.g., the as-predicative) and the

co-occurring element X might be a verb (e.g., see). Thus,

– the row total a+bwould be the frequency of the as-predicative in a corpus;

– the column total a+cwould be the frequency of see in a corpus;

– the cell awould be the frequency of see in the as-predicative.

table 21.1 A schematic 2×2 co-occurrence frequency table

Co-occurring element X Other elements (not X) Totals

Element E a b a+b

Other elements (not E) c d c+d

Totals a+c b+d a+b+c+d

Quantifying the co-occurrence of see in the as-predicative on the basis of the

conditional probability a/a+b or a/a+c neglects what happens in the other row

(with c/c+d) or the other column (b/b+d). Based on that logic, corpus linguists

have for decades preferred to express the association between E and X not just

with conditional probabilities, but with association measures, which will be

discussed in the following section.

2.1.2 Association Measures

The vast majority of association measures (ams) in corpus-linguistic stud-

ies are based on tables of the kind exemplified in Table 21.1, which contain

observed (co-)occurrence frequencies.While there has been a lot of debate on

what is the right association measure, much of this debate is by now probably

fairly fruitless because (i) it is likely that there simply is not one am that fits

all applications (more on that below) and (ii) the by far most frequently-used

measures (i.e. the log-likelihood value G2, (log) odds ratio (or), pointwise mi,

t, z, conditional probability p(y|x), and ΔP) are actually all derivable from one

and the same statistical approach, namely a simple logistic regression model
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that tries to predict, say, X from E (or vice versa).2 The more important aspect

that should be discussed is actually what the association measure reflects, a

question that relates back to (i) above and that has, aside from some method-

ological articles, been examined too little: Does an am only

– reflect association (like the odds ratio or ΔP) or does it also reflect the fre-

quency of the element(s) in question? For instance, if one multiplied all

frequencies in Table 21.1 by 10, does the am change?

– consider one row/column of the table (the one containing cell a) or does its

value also consider more information in the table (the other row/column or

the column/row totals)?

– return a measure of mutual/bidirectional association between E and X or is

the am unidirectional and can, thus, distinguish the direction of association

E→X from X→E?

Considering the most widely-used ams in terms of the above questions yields

Table 21.2.

table 21.2 A classification of the most widely-used association measures

G2 or pfye mi t z p(y|x) ΔP

am reflects frequency

and/or association?

f and a a f and a a f and a f and a a a

am considers not just

row/column with a?

yes yes yes yes yes yes no yes

am is directional? no no no no no no yes yes

One of the maybe most widely used quantitative methods in quantitative cor-

pus semantics is the family of methods referred to as collostructional analy-

sis. Collostructional analysis as it has been used most of the time comprises

three differentmethods of quantifying the co-occurrence preferences of words

and/in constructions, all of which rely on some version of a 2×2 table such as

Table 21.1:

– collexeme analysis, which quantifies the degree of attraction or repulsion of

words (typically verbs) to a syntactically defined slot in a construction (see

2 An R script that shows how all these ams are computed for a verb-construction frequency

table of the kind used in collostructional analysis is available at ⟨http://www.stgries.info/

research/2021_STG‑PD_CooccData_PHCL.html⟩.

http://www.stgries.info/research/2021_STG-PD_CooccData_PHCL.html
http://www.stgries.info/research/2021_STG-PD_CooccData_PHCL.html
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Stefanowitsch andGries 2003), for example: howmuchdoes see like to occur

in the as-predicative?

– (multiple) distinctive collexeme analysis, which quantifies which words (typ-

ically verbs) are attracted to or repelled by one of several constructions (see

Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004a), for example: howmuch does give prefer to

occur in the ditransitive as opposed to the prepositional dative?

– covarying collexeme analysis, which identifies preferred and dispreferred

pairs in two slots of one construction (see Gries and Stefanowitsch 2004b),

for example: the two verb slots in The candidate tricked everyone into believ-

ing she was a linguist.

Inmost applications, such a table is then statistically evaluatedwith thep-value

of a Fisher-Yates exact test (pfye in Table 21.2 above)—an exact-test alternative

to the approximate G2 or a chi-squared tests—and discussed based on (i) the

ratio of observed to expected a and (ii) the log10 of the p-value of fye, which

is interpreted as quantifying the degree to which E likes or dislikes to occur

in/with X.

These methods have been applied in a variety of domains and languages

including constructional senses and complementation patterns, syntactic al-

ternations of a variety of constructions, verb-specific syntactic priming effects,

analyses of diachronic changes in complementation patterns. One applica-

tion of collexeme analysis is Gries, Hampe, and Schönefeld (2005), who study

the as-predicative. The first perform a collexeme analysis on the construction,

which returns regard, describe, see, know, and treat as the top 5 verb collexemes

of the construction. They then validate the corpus results with a sentence-

completion experiment in which subjects were presented with sentence frag-

ments involving the 4 combinations resulting from crossing verbs that are fre-

quent vs; infrequent in the construction and verbs that are strongly vs. weakly

attracted to the construction; another factor that the experimental design con-

trolled for is the voice of the sentence fragment (given the construction’s strong

association to the passive). The results indicate that collostruction strength,

not frequency, significantly predicts the frequency of subjects’ as-predicative

completions; Gries, Hampe, and Schönefeld (2010) provides similar converg-

ing evidence from a small self-paced reading study.

A more recent and interesting application is Perek (2014) which in fact

involves an extension of collexeme analysis. His focus is on the verbs occur-

ring in the conative construction (e.g., John kicked at Mary). Based on fic-

tional prose data from the British National Corpus, he finds that even themost

strongly attracted collexemes of this construction exhibit a considerable range

of verbs/verb classes, which is at least unusual given that quite a few other col-

lostructional studies of similar argument structure constructions have resulted
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in semantically much more homogeneous verb classes; the best example is

probably the strong representation of transfer-related verbs in the ditransitive

construction (see Stefanowitsch and Gries, 2003). Based on Croft’s insightful

critique of the notion of postulating constructional polysemy when all/most

that motivates that notion is the occurrence of different verbs in a construc-

tion, Perek then does separate collexeme analyses on “sub-constructions” of

the conative as defined by classes of verb senses (e.g., of cutting, pulling, or

striking); once the resolution of the collexeme analysis is increased this way,

the verbs preferred in the “sub-constructions” do indeed reflect their distinct

notable semantic features.

Given its widespread application,3 it seems fair to say that collostructional

analysis is a useful way within cognitive-linguistic/usage-based semantics to

implement thedistributional hypothesis, i.e. theworking assumptions of much

corpus-linguistic work that has perhaps been formulated best by Harris (1970:

785f.):

(i)f we consider words or morphemes A and B to be more different in

meaning than A and C, then we will often find that the distributions of A

andB aremore different than the distributions of A andC. In otherwords,

difference of meaning correlates with difference of distribution.

At the same time, collostructional analysis, as done so far, is inherently mono-

factorial: it studies the occurrence of some X given some E, that’s it. Given the

high degree of redundancy/overlap “built into” language, the approach yields

good results, but it stands to reason that formany other applications, more fac-

tors or dimensions of information should be considered, which is why we now

turn to such approaches

2.2 Multiple Variables 1: Multifactorial Predictive Modeling

The first kindof multiple-variable approaches to consider involve adependent/

response variable whose conditional distribution given independent/predic-

tor variables is explored (often to test hypotheses about which predictors are

significantly correlated with the response). Since the values of the response

variable are known—the data include the lexical/constructional/ … choices

speakers made—these are methods that fall under the heading of supervised

learning.

3 This assessment is based on the fact that the two initial collostructions papers are both Ste-

fanowitsch’s andGries’smost-cited papers (at least according toGoogle Scholar, 10Dec 2020).
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2.2.1 Regression Modeling

One of the most frequent multifactorial approaches is regression modeling,

with the vast majority of cases involving binary logistic regression modeling,

i.e. scenarios where the dependent/response variable is binary (e.g., a choice

between twowords or two constructions) and the independent/predictor vari-

ables are numeric, ordinal, or categorical; see Hilpert and Blasi (2021) for an

introductory article and Gries (2021: Chapters 5–6) for a textbook discussion.4

One application of such modeling to a grammatical alternation—the realiza-

tion vs. omission of that after I think—is a study by Shank, Plevoets, and Cuy-

ckens (2014) of a stratified sample of approximately 5.8K instances of think

with/without a complementizer in diachronic corpus data spanning the time

period from 1560 to 2012. They annotated those instances for 26 predictors

involving features of the corpus (file) as well as features regarding the matrix

and the complement clause; the clause-based features involve, among others,

person, tense, polarity aswell as the length of material between the two clauses.

They then perform a stepwise analysis to determine which predictors seem to

affect that realization most. They find a variety of effects, in particular some

interactions involving the predictor TimePeriod. For instance, over time that

realization became less likely in spoken data, but more likely in written data.

Similarly, the effect of the length of the complement subject or the harmony

of polarity between matrix and complement clause are not constant/uniform

across time.

Sokolova, Lyashevskaya, and Janda (2012) explore the locative alternation—

the choice of a theme-object or a goal-object construction—of altogether eight

prefixed and non-prefixed forms of the verb gruzit’ (‘load’) based on approxi-

mately 1900 examples from the Russian National Corpus. Their predictors are

the verb used (gruzit’ vs. nagruzit’ vs. zagruzit’ vs. pogruzit’), whether the con-

structionomits oneparticipant (no vs. yes), andwhether the verb is a participle.

Their minimal adequate model has very high R2 and C-scores (0.8 and 0.96)

and indicates that (i) especially the verb lexeme is strongly predictive of the

constructional choice (as onewould expect if words and constructions interact

withinone constructicon) and that (ii) theprefixes of gruzit’ are veryunlikely to

be semantically empty—minimally, their semantic contribution overlaps with

that of the verb to which it is attached.

4 I am not sure I have ever seen an application in cognitive linguistics where researchers did

not “downgrade” an ordinal predictor (e.g., a point on an animacy hierarchy or a complexity

scale) to a categorical one, which is regrettable given the information loss it incurs; unfortu-

nately, I myself have also done this when I shouldn’t have.
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Levshina, Geeraerts, and Speelman (2014), on the other hand, is an applica-

tion of regression modeling to a lexical “alternation” / near synonymy kind of

question, namely whether speakers would use doen or laten, i.e. causative con-

structions of the kind of De politie deed/liet de auto stoppen, “the police did/let

the car stop,” i.e. “the police stopped the car” and whether this lexical choice

is co-determined by the directness of the causation involved. They annotated

approximately 6.8K instances of both constructions for the semantic classes of

the causer, causee, and caused event as well as the transitivity of the effected

predicate and the affectedness of the causee. Then, they, too, analyzed the data

with two logistic regression models involving aic-based model selection, one

with main effects only and one with interactions. The latter turns out to be

superior and scores a good accuracy and, more importantly, C-score. They find

that only some expectations of the (in)direct causation hypothesis are con-

firmed. They also proceed to discuss the issue of whether the results can be

used to infer which instances of constructions are (close to instantiating) pro-

totypes (following Gries, 2003a; 2003b) and how doen is quantitatively as well

as semantically restricted, which they interpret as “doen seems to have more

Gestalt-like semantics than laten, which has a looser set of semantic features”

(p. 217).

Finally, based on the logic of lexically-specific effects of the kind uncov-

ered in collostructional studies (see Section 2.1.2 above), they add an additional

mixed-effects modeling analysis in which each effected predicate receives its

own intercept adjustment (essentially following Baayen’s 2011 suggestion).

While the overall results are similar, they find that accounting for verb-specific

effects this way (not unexpectedly) obviates the need for a topic-based pre-

dictor and they make a case for explaining such verb-specific effects as exem-

plar effects. Levshina et al. conclude doen is most likely in affective causation

whereas the typical uses of laten can be captured best in a service frame.

While regressionmodeling is still probably themost widespread predictive-

modeling technique, alternatives to it that are gaining in currency are a variety

of tree-based approaches (such as classification and regression trees and ran-

dom forests) aswell as naïve discriminative learning, which Iwill turn to briefly

now.

2.2.2 Alternatives to Regression Modeling

Over the last fewyears,machine-learningmethods such as tree and forests have

increased a bit in popularity in corpus linguistics in general, but now also in

cognitive-linguistic approaches. One recent application is Fonteyn and Nini

(2020), a study of whether gerunds are used with of (eating of meat) or not

(eating meat). Approximately 14K instances from the emma (Early Modern
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Multiloquent Authors) corpus are annotated for the response variable (real-

ization vs. omission of of ) and for three predictors (five kinds of determiner

used and none, six functions of the gerund, and three verb types); in addition,

they added the speaker producing the sentence as well as their age and gen-

eration and the genre of the text in which the gerund appeared. A conditional

inference forest indicates that the language-internal predictor of determiner is

by far the most important one (esp. with its levels bare/no determiner and the)

and that that is true across nearly all individual speakers, but less important

predictors vary a lot more between speakers.

One of the first presentations of naïve discriminative learning (ndl) in (cog-

nitive) linguistics is Baayen (2011), largely a methodological paper comparing

ndl against generalized linear mixed-effects models and classifiers (memory-

based learning aswell as support vectormachines). One of the questionBaayen

starts out from is whether

these different statisticalmodels provide a correct characterization of the

knowledge that a speaker has of how to choose between these two dative

constructions. A statisticalmodelmay faithfully reflect a speaker’s knowl-

edge, but it is also conceivable that it underestimates or overestimates

what native speakers of English actually have internalized.

p. 296f.

The second, related question he is considering is how much and what kind of

knowledge of frequency of (co-)occurrence speakers can be assumed to have.

An ndl model is fit on the dative alternation and returns excellent C- and

accuracy scores (0.97 and 0.92 respectively), a performance that is largely com-

parable to that of theother classifiers: in cross-validation, ndlperforms slightly

worse thanmixed-effectsmodels and support vectormachines and slightly bet-

ter than memory-based learning. Interestingly, ndl can be connected to the

association measure ΔP (as used in collostructional studies, see above) and

psychological theories of human learning (seeWagner and Rescorla, 1972) and

achieves its good results without any researcher degrees-of-freedom.

2.3 Multiple Variables 2: Multivariate (Exploratory) Approaches

The second category of multiple-variable approaches also involves the consid-

eration of many variables at the same time, but not necessarily with (the focus

on) an obvious dependent/response variable—the focus is oftenmore in iden-

tifying structure in thedata. Since inmany such cases the values of the response

variable might not be known, several of these are methods that fall under the

heading of unsupervised learning.
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2.3.1 Behavioral Profiles

One approach towards especially (near) synonymy and polysemy that uses

quantitative corpus data is that of behavioral profiles. This method involves

the following steps:

– the retrieval of a sample of (ideally many) instances of the word(s) under

consideration;

– the (usually)manual annotation of these instances formany features (called

id tags) from (usually) many levels of linguistic analysis, e.g. morphological,

syntactic, semantic, lexical/collocational, and other features;

– the conversion of these data into vectors of percentages, the so-called behav-

ioral profiles, such that for each word or sense under consideration, one

obtains a percentage distribution of each id tag of interest;

– the study of this table with descriptive and/or exploratory statistics (e.g.,

hierarchical cluster analysis).

In one of the first applications of this method, Gries (2006) studied the poly-

semy of the verb run. He annotates 815 examples of (all inflectional forms of)

run (v.) from the British Component of the International Corpus of English and

the BrownCorpus of American English for their senses (informed by dictionar-

ies and WordNet) and 252 id tags. He then demonstrates how the behavioral

profile vectors can help address several usually thorny questions such as which

sense is prototypical, whether to lumpor split related senses, andwhere to con-

nect senses in a (radial) network (of senses).

Gries’s study is replicated by Glynn (2014b) on the basis of 500 occurrences

of run from British and American English (conversation and online personal

diaries). Glynn’s findings largely corroborate Gries’s earlier one, but Glynn also

discusses potential follow-ups or improvements such as adding “social dimen-

sions” (Glynn’s cover term for the variables Dialect and Register) to the

mix and also analyzing the data using correspondence analysis; he concludes

with a plea towardsmeeting the challenges cognitive linguistics’ conception of

senses poses withmethods that are capable of handling the resulting complex-

ity of multivariate (corpus) data. (A final example of behavioral profiling will

be discussed in the following section.)

2.3.2 Cluster Analysis

Hierarchical cluster analysis is an exploratory, hypothesis-generating tech-

nique. It is normally used to group a set of elements (which could be exam-

ples, words, speakers, …) into clusters/groups such that the members of one

group are very similar to each other and at the same time very dissimilar to

members of other groups; see Moisl (2021) for a recent overview article and

Moisl (2015) for a book-length introduction. In the case of hierarchical clus-
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tering, the user needs to specify (i) how the (dis)similarity of elements and

the clusters/groups resulting from grouping together elements is quantified

and (ii) how elements/clusters are to be merged. The result of such an anal-

ysis is typically a tree diagram revealing some structure in the clusterings of

elements that can then, hopefully, be interpreted in an instructive/insightful

way.

One application of hierarchical cluster analysis is Robinson (2014), a study

of, among other things, how speakers differ in their uses of polysemous adjec-

tives. She performs a hierarchical cluster analysis on the altogether 35 mean-

ings of 8 adjectives based on the frequencies of use by 72 speakers. Assuming

(in this paper) a 3-cluster solution and validating her results with inferen-

tial statistics (logistic regression and classification trees), she finds that the

clusters of sense frequencies of the adjectives are indeed strongly and pre-

dictively correlated with generational differences and socio-demographic fac-

tors.

Another interesting cluster-analytic case study is Desagulier (2014), who

explores the use of degree modifiers (such as rather, quite, fairly, and pretty)

as a function of the adjectives they modify. While he starts out from a sim-

ple but massive concordance of these and 19 other modifiers in the Corpus of

Contemporary American English—the concordance returned more than 316k

co-occurrence tokens involving 432 different modified adjectives—the clus-

ter analysis he uses is not applied to “mere” co-occurrence frequencies, but

to the collexeme strengths as determined by a set of per-modifier collexeme

analyses (see Gries and Stefanowitsch, 2010 for the first such application). Fol-

lowingDivjak andGries (2006), he computes a 23×23dissimilaritymatrix using

the Canberra metric for the similarities of the modifiers based on collexeme

strengths, then he uses Ward’s method to amalgamate the modifiers into a

cluster tree/dendrogram, finally, he computes bootstrapping-based cluster sig-

nificance values. As a result, he obtains four very well “functionally and seman-

ticallymotivated” (p. 164) clusters: one withmaximizers, one with diminishers,

one with moderators, and one with boosters, a result he considers as partial

support of earlier work on the synonymy of moderators.

Yet another “more involved” application of cluster analysis is on a set of

behavioral profile vectors as in the pair of papers of Divjak and Gries (2006;

2008). In the former, they report on the results of a behavioral profile analysis

of approximately 1.6k sentence featuring nine Russian verbs meaning ‘to try.’

The 1.6k instances were annotated for altogether 87 morphological, syntactic,

and semantic id tags and submitted to a hierarchical cluster analysis, which

returned three groups of near synonyms. Thesewere then analyzedwith regard

to the differences between clusters as well as the differences between verbs
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within one and the same cluster (using pairwise differences of id tag percent-

ages and t-/F-scores). The between-cluster differences can be summarized as

follows (from Divjak and Gries 2008:193f.):

– a human is exhorted to undertake an attempt to move himself or oth-

ers (rather than to undertake mental activities); often, these activities are

negated;

– an inanimate subject undertakes repeated non-intense attempts to exercise

physical motion; the actions are often uncontrollable and fail;

– an inanimate subject (concrete or abstract) attempts very intensely but in

vain to perform what typically is a metaphorical extension of a physical

action.

In order to validate the corpus-based findings, Divjak and Gries (2008) analyze

the outcome of a series of sorting experiments with native speakers of Rus-

sian who were asked to sort nine sentences that only differed in their verb

meaning ‘to try’ into groups base on their overall semantic similarity. Then,

they computed a score quantifying the fit between the cluster analysis of the

observational/corpus data and the cluster analysis of the experimental sort-

ing data, which was then compared to the range of scores one might obtain

from a null hypothesis distribution. The results show that the speakers’ sort-

ing solutions are very consistent with the corpus-based cluster-analytic results;

similarly supportive results were obtained from a comparison of the corpus-

based clustering to an identical cluster analysis of the experimental data and

a gap-filling task. This study is methodologically interesting in how cluster

analyses from observational and experimental data are compared and evalu-

ated.

2.3.3 Correspondence Analysis

Correspondence analysis is an exploratory statistical method in spirit not at all

unlike principal component/factor analysis (or multidimensional scaling) to

discover patterns in two- or higher-dimensional frequency tables based onhow

row and column frequencies and residuals patternwith regard to each other; as

in other dimension reduction techniques, the result of a correspondence analy-

sis is a 2- or 3-dimensional plot (that is actually very easy tomisinterpret, which

might be one reason for the relative rarity of this method); see Glynn (2014c)

for an overview.

One application of a correspondence analysis is Delorge, Plevoets, and Col-

leman (2014). They study the corpus frequencies with which dispossession

verbs with ont- ‘away’ occur in a variety of possessional transfer constructions.

In a synchronic analysis, they find that verbs fall into anumber of clusters based

on the constructions they (do not) ‘like’ to occur in that exhibit clear patterns
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in terms of their semantics and in terms of which participants are lexically pro-

filed/realized. In a diachronic analysis, on the other hand, they find evidence

for constructional specialization such that, over time, constructions solidify

their preferences for certain constructions.

Another application in the same volume is the already mentioned Desag-

ulier (2014). After his initial cluster analysis of the separate collexeme analyses

of 23 degree modifiers, he also computes a correspondence analysis of degree

modifiers based on their highest co-occurrence frequencies with the adjectives

they modify. Some of the results are amazingly clear-cut especially once the

collexemes are grouped into semantic classes: For instance, the collexemes of

pretty and quite form very clearly delineated clouds, and pretty and quite com-

bined are also quite different from fairly and rather combined, where the latter

two are particularly well distinguished by rather’s negative semantic prosody;

the following list is quoted from his paper (p. 1762):

– rather: dimension or position in space (e.g., long, high), atypicality/

oddity (e.g., odd, bizarre), negative attitudes (e.g., ironic), unclearness

(e.g., vague, obscure);

– quite: epistemic, dynamic, and factualmeanings (e.g., likely, able, true),

difference (e.g.,different, separate), psychological states (e.g., surprised,

concerned, content);

– fairly: location in time (e.g., recent, new), typicality (e.g., typical, com-

mon, standard);

– pretty: appreciative and unappreciative values (e.g., good, great vs. bad,

awful), cleverness and stupidity (e.g., smart vs. stupid, dumb), difficulty

(e.g., difficult, tough, hard), psychological stimuli (e.g., scary, funny).

A final and very interesting example is Flach (2020),who studies go/come (and)

V constructions in various syntactic environments (e.g. imperative, indicative,

etc.) based on data from the Corpus of Contemporary American English. A cor-

respondence analysis identifies that two dimensions account for 88.6% of the

structure in the data and, more particularly, even returns an assertive-directive

continuum(fromdo to the imperative). She thenalso conducts an acceptability

judgment experiment of stimuli whose verbs after go/come were determined

on the basis of collexeme analyses. The judgments (z-standardizedwithin each

participant) resulting from the experiment were then analyzed with a linear

mixed-effects model to determine to what degree they are correlated with the

syntactic environment and the collexeme association with the construction.

Intriguingly, she finds that the acceptability ratings are are strongly correlated

with the results from the correspondence analysis whereas there is no such
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strong relationwith the frequencies in the construction; also, the corpus-based

results are robust (as determined by comparisons with other corpora/regis-

ters).

3 New Developments and Desiderata

As the previous sections have hopefully illustrated, the field has evolved con-

siderably from a relative absence of quantitative studies to a plethora of differ-

ent quantitative multifactorial and multivariate methods that often combine

observational and experimental data in insightful way. But it doesn’t end there

because some studies have gone even beyond that kind of versatility and have

enriched the many “traditional” modeling techniques already in use in cogni-

tive linguistics/semantics withmethods from other fields and I want to discuss

two such approaches I consider particularly interesting.

3.1 Network Approaches

The first such approach involves the use of (social) network analysis and one

particular comprehensive study—admittedly a book-length treatment—is

Ellis et al (2016). Their monograph is a very detailed study of the acquisition,

use, and transmission of verb-argument constructions (vacs) based on corpus

and experimental data, but on top of all that they also explore the semantic

associations between verbs and vacs using semantic graphs/networks (built

from WordNet’s synsets for verbs). This kind of network analysis is particu-

larly interesting in how (i) these networks can be built with relatively little

researcher inputwith regard to semantics (i.e., fewer researcher degrees of free-

dom) and how (ii) they yield results that inform many central semantic ques-

tions including prototypical members of (semantic) categories, the coherence

of categories, polysemy detection, and others, all based on methods/statistics

from network analysis involving degree/betweenness centrality, community

detection etc. For example, their analysis of the V-about-n vac returns eight

clusters/communities that reflect clearly coherent senses such as communica-

tion expression, communication reception, cognition concern, physical move-

ment in space, to name a few examples. This kind of work is promising both

for its empirical rigor and its integratability with more traditional methods (as

exemplified throughout all of Ellis et al., 2016).

3.2 Inductive and Deep Learning Approaches

Another class of approaches that is currently emerging in cognitive semantics

are ones that might informally well be called “high-powered computational
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(learning) methods,” methods that are less “traditional statistical methods or

models” but more computational inductive and/or deep learning methods.

3.2.1 An Extension of Association Measures

One approach that extends the logic of associationmeasures from Section 2.1.2

above involves the automatic learning/identification of constructions as in, for

example, Dunn (2017). Dunn’s construction induction algorithm is based on a

combination of “linguistic resources” (e.g., a part-of-speech tagger, a seman-

tic analysis system, and a dependency parser) and “mathematical modeling

resources” involving frequency counts and association measures (specifically

the directional association measure ΔP extended to work with multi-unit

units); as per Dunn (2017:266), which is worth quoting at length:

The construction induction algorithm is based on multi-directional

(left-to-right or right-to-left), multi-dimensional (across varying levels of

representation), multi-length (across two or more units) association

strength,measuredwith andwithout complex constituent-internal struc-

ture (i.e., distance is measured at different levels of abstraction). The

idea is that sequences which are constructions (e.g., are cognitively en-

trenched to some degree) are more internally associated than sequences

which are not constructions (e.g., those which are chance co-occurrences

of units). The purpose of the association measures (and the frequency

counts onwhich suchmeasures are ultimately based) is to learn an inven-

tory of constructions from the very large hypothesis space of all observed

sequences.

For evaluation, the proposed algorithm is run on 1 billion words/40 million

sentences from the ukWac web-based corpus and Dunn discusses several con-

structions returned by it including those in (1) and (2).

(1) a. wh-determiner + modal + be + past participle

b. that will be provided

c. that should be made

(2) a. to + verb + determiner + noun

b. to get an idea

c. to sell a product

Dunn also discusses limitations of this approach, i.e. constructionswith “incor-

rect boundaries” and the more limited degree to which his algorithm reflects
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psycholinguistic reality on the level of a speaker. Particularly promising char-

acteristic of the algorithm are its stability both with regard to the consistency

of (i) the coverage of constructions and (ii) the stability across differently-sized

data sets and makes a compelling case for one of the central working assump-

tions of cognitive linguistics, that a grammar can be learned from the input

even in absence of a universal innate grammar module; see Beekhuizen and

Bod (2014) for an earlier interesting exploration of unsupervised construction

identification.

3.2.2 Distributional Semantics

Oneof themost recent developments in cognitive semantics involves theuse of

vector-space semantics and deep learning algorithms such as classical vector-

space semantics of the type discussed in Manning and Schuetze (1999: Chs.

8, 15) or Jurafsky and Martin (2020: Ch. 6), but also newer techniques—deep

learning models trained on vast amount of texts from which they acquire co-

occurrence information of many linguistic kinds—such as word2vec (Mikolov

2013; Mikolov et al., 2013), GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014), or bert (Devlin et

al., 2018).

An example of a more traditional vector-space semantic analysis is Perek

and Hilpert’s (2017) tweaking of Gries and Hilpert’s Variability-based Neighbor

Clustering (Gries and Hilpert, 2008) to work with vector-space representations

to study the diachronic development of constructions (such as V the hell out of

np construction and the v possway pp construction). For the former, fairly new

construction, their 1930s to 2000s data from the Corpus of Historical American

English reveal a slow and gradual expansion; for the latter, the data are noisier

but are interpreted as a three-time-periods solution, with each period featur-

ing somewhat distinctive verbs in the way construction; see Perek (2018) for an

interesting follow-up to this study and Kutuzov et al. (2018) for a recent sur-

vey.

Another example of an interesting vector-space application is Levshina and

Heylen’s (2014) work on Dutch causative constructions; an at least somewhat

related approach is Gries (2018), who defines constructional prototypes for

constructional alternations and then showcases the high degree of predic-

tive power of deviations from those prototypes (measured using the Kullback-

Leibler divergence).

Studies involving the newer algorithms—bert, fastText, etc.—are still rare

in cognitive linguistics, which is not surprising, given their recency. One very

recent application isMadabushi et al. (2020), who explore towhat degreeword

embedding models such as bert acquire constructional knowledge from texts

and, therefore, are able to identify constructions; they conclude that initial
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results are promising: there is a tendency for bert to return sentences as con-

structions that construction grammarians would consider constructions (but

also many patterns that construction grammarians would probably not con-

sider constructions).

4 Concluding Remarks

While the increased use of quantitative methods in cognitive linguistics has

beenwelcomedbymany (see, e.g., Glynn 2014a; Janda, 2017: 511–512), there have

also been naysayers; see Divjak, Levshina, and Klavan (2016: 453) for mentions

of “concerns” that have been raised. However, I think those concerns are exag-

gerated and in part biased, given that only ever hears concerns about toomuch

empiricism but never concerns about too much theory. To my mind at least,

a theory’s plausibility is a function of how well it can account for empirical

data ormake predictions on to-be-collected empirical data—a theory/theoret-

ical model that does not come with the implied commitment to make testable

predictions probably does not do much to advance a field. And since a statis-

tical “model is a formal representation of a theory” (Adèr 2008: 280), it is with

statistical modeling (or tools) that we test theories (at least if they are suffi-

ciently precise in their predictions,which is of course adifferent question).This

is especially relevant when cognitive linguists deal with phenomena where a

linguistic choice is co-determined simultaneously by literally dozens of con-

textual, phonological, lexical, semantic, structural, information-structural, psy-

cholinguistic, and sociolinguistic predictors—if statistics were taboo, intuition

would not be enough for that. As Glynn (2014a: 16–18) shows (and see of course

the groundbreaking classic Sandra and Rice 1995), cognitive linguists failed to

agree even on the numbers of senses of even the most overstudied lexical ele-

ments, and he argues, correctly, I believe, that it is impossible to understand

how all formal and functional/semantic dimensions interact. I also agree with

Glynn (2014a: 7), who says “given the theoretical assumptions of Cognitive Lin-

guistics, it is argued that quantitative corpus-driven methods are essential for

the description of semantic structures” and therefore hope that quantitative

methods are here to stay;5 as Arppe et al. (2010:3) state, “The benefits of multi-

5 See Jenset and McGillivray (2017: Section 3.7) for a wonderful series of arguments against

quantitative naysayers; they make this point much better than I could ever have. It should go

without saying that endorsements of quantitativemethods comewith of course all the usual

caveats: they need to be done right (both in terms of how the chosen method fits the study’s

goal and in terms of the requirements of the method per se) and they need to be reported on

at a level of resolution that ensures replicability.
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methodological research outweigh the problems—in linguistics as much as

elsewhere.”
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